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Abstract

Correct decision-making about the cloud platform architecture is crucial for the success of any cloud migration project; bad decisions can lead to undesirable consequences including project delays, budget overruns, application instability, below-par performance and creation of technical debt. Rule-Based Reasoning (RBR), a popular approach for solving clearly defined problems, can be used for cloud platform recommendation if a comprehensive set of requirements are available. However, the responsibility of decision-making is increasingly moving away from the hands of the technical subject matter experts, and into the hands of the business sponsors. Therefore, in this paper, we propose combining Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) with RBR to assist business sponsors in making strategic decisions between public, private and hybrid cloud with a high level of confidence even at the initial stages of the project.
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1 Introduction

The Australian Government, through its National Cloud Computing Strategy (Australian Government, 2013) strongly encourages cloud uptake by both Government agencies and businesses alike, to boost productivity, innovation and business agility across the digital economy. Its Secure Cloud Strategy (Australian Government, 2017) states that government agencies should use the cloud as much as possible, and more importantly use the public cloud services as default, citing that it provides fast and competitive options. Yet, despite the push for cloud adoption, and its obvious benefits, there are several challenges associated with cloud migration (Gholami et. al., 2017) that need to be addressed. Any cloud migration decision process has to incorporate several aspects including requirements gathering, identifying and understanding constraints, tracing constraints to architectural building blocks, and identifying infrastructure components (Pahl, 2013). Failure to carefully consider these aspects and selecting the public cloud based on implied assumptions can lead to undesirable consequences including project delays, budget overrun, below-par performance, application instability, poor customer experience, and creation of technical debt.

We have previously developed a cloud decision framework (Ramchand et al. 2017; Ramchand et al. 2018) that uses Rule-Based Reasoning (RBR) to recommend cloud platform architectures based on an extensible set of functional, non-functional, compliance and regulatory requirements. It also provides a Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) calculator for the financial viability assessment of the technical recommendation, and supports iterative decision-making until a best fit for purpose cloud solution can be found that is both technically and financially viable. The framework requires a detailed set of decision criteria as input in order to make technical recommendations with a high degree of confidence, although it also supports a streamlined approach for decision-making with a reasonable level of confidence (Ramchand et. al, 2017). However, the growing prevalence of agile methodologies is making it important for organizations to identify a suitable cloud platform architecture, with a high level of confidence, early on in the project lifecycle (Younaset al. 2016); this responsibility of strategic decision-making is increasingly moving away from the hands of the technical subject matter experts, and into the hands of the business sponsors, who typically do not have access to enough information to provide a sufficiently complete set of requirements.

This issue can be addressed by using the Artificial Intelligence paradigm of Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) - a problem solving and knowledge reuse technique that seeks to solve new problems by reusing information and knowledge from similar situations in the past (Aamodt et al. 1995; Marling et al. 2002). CBR comprises the following steps: (1) analyse the new case (or problem) at hand; (2) based on the analysis, identify and retrieve relevant past cases from the case base; (3) rank the retrieved cases according to their relevance to the new case based on some “similarity metric”; (4) select one or more most similar cases to use for solving the new case; (5) create a solution to the new case based on the selected cases’ solutions; (6) test and explore the created solution; and (7) if appropriate, add the new case and its solution to the case base for future use. There are three key benefits of using CBR for requirements elicitation: (a) it supports evidence-based decision-making, instead of relying on implied assumptions, (b) it supports explainable decision-making, unlike other black-box algorithms such as neural networks, and (c) it enables learning from experience. Learning occurs as a by-product of problem solving since the experience gained in successfully (or unsuccessfully) solving a problem can be used in the future to solve similar problems.

Therefore, in this paper, we propose an extension to our cloud decision framework, in which CBR is used in the requirements elicitation phase to assist business sponsors in identifying and prioritising a full set of requirements, following which RBR is used to recommend an appropriate cloud platform architecture.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related work on cloud decision frameworks that use Case-Based Reasoning. Section 3 presents our proposed extension that combines CBR with RBR to enable better decision-making. Section 4 provides a simple illustrative scenario to illustrate applicability and coverage of concepts. The sample scenario underpins the motivation and need for technical decision support and illustrates how a combination of RBR and CBR can assist with this. Section 5 concludes the paper by providing a summary of the completed work and identifying areas of future work.

2 Related Research

Requirements elicitation is not straightforward and requirements engineering research has recognized elicitation incompleteness as an important issue (Burnay et al. 2015; Daramola, O et al. 2012).
Requirements incompleteness may occur when information remains implicit – either due to tacit knowledge, implicit requirements or implicit assumptions (Christel et al. 1992; Hickey et al. 1994), or if information remains unknown. It can also occur when the stakeholders cannot decide what it is to be built when interfacing with people or machines (Brooks et al. 1987). Existing tooling for requirements elicitation such as Requisite Pro1 and Doors2 do not assist in solving this problem (Daramola et al. 2012) and the implications of incomplete requirements are severe and several as highlighted in Section 1.

Case Based Reasoning (CBR) has been used previously in the Cloud platform decision process (Alhamjadi et al. 2015; Soltani et al. 2016). In Soltani et al. (2016), CBR is used to recommend a cloud platform and automate the process from business requirements through to provisioning of resources in public cloud. The authors use a combination of application business and non-functional requirements to drive a process of comparison with the case history to measure a ‘similarity’ threshold score representative of precision, that is, a measurement of the usefulness of the case. It does not use ‘closeness’ as part of the comparison. If there is a match, it returns the most appropriate set of resources in the IaaS platform and identifies the most cost effective deployment back to the user. Similarly, in (Alhamjadi et al. 2015), CBR is used with Analytical Hierarchical Process (AHP) to support decision making; CBR has five categories of cases (technical, organisational, security, economic and regularity) with different weighting to determine similarity of the case with those in the case history to assess its usefulness. AHP is used to calculate these weights, following which the result of the new case is compared with those of the retrieved cases.

Alternatively, in (MuBbacher 1992) the CBR system represents and organises requirements with the help of commonalities and variabilities, and retrieves requirements through similarity based retrieval options. The approach advocated is to use Requirements Traceability Matrix and an effort database as the model to compare requirements similarity followed by a requirements engineer to complete the requirements, which is not required in our framework. It then attempts to capture estimates around the SDLC in the effort database and assumes an organisation is at CMM Level 2 (meaning projects and plans are in place to use repeatable processes and work products in an enterprise) (CMMI Institute, 2018).

CBR has been widely used in other domains such as software development projects using CBR and Object Oriented design patterns for Service Oriented Architectures (Rodriguez et al. 2018), construction projects using CBR with a case history of family home project costs (Ji 2011), and for on-line course production (He 2014), utilising CBR and a Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) as a means of deriving estimates.

The main contribution of our research is to use CBR to address the problem of elicitation incompleteness. If the key decision-maker in the cloud migration project is unable to provide a comprehensive set of requirements, CBR can assist with requirements completion by utilising the knowledge gained from past completed cloud migration projects. CBR enables the automation of the measurement of the similarity and closeness of the new case with candidates from the case history subsequently improving the quality of decision-making. Productivity is gained through automating what would otherwise be a manual process for the comparison and determination of the closest cases. Furthermore, overlaying the actual results with the case history enables optimised decision making. We provide two approaches; one where we automate the process to populate the remaining criteria, provide a recommendation and conduct the feasibility assessment; and another, where a user can be provided suggested classifications for each of the remaining criteria, one at a time.

To the best of our knowledge, our approach is the first to use CBR to assist decision makers with incomplete requirements to obtain a comprehensive set of decision criteria based on which a cloud platform architectural decision can be made.

3 Cloud Decision Framework with Case Based Reasoning

We have previously developed a cloud decision framework (Ramchand et al. 2018) that uses RBR to make a cloud platform recommendation based on a detailed decision criteria set (see Figure 1 below). Under normal circumstances, the RBR based decision framework requires a business sponsor to identify a comprehensive criteria set with classifications to have a cloud platform recommendation provided.

---


The shortcoming of this approach is that business sponsors are increasingly having to provide the criteria for cloud platform selection and are unable to provide a full set of requirements early in the initiative.

To overcome this shortcoming, we extend the framework by introducing the CBR-based requirements elicitation step. The introduction of CBR provides business stakeholders with an avenue to obtain insights from prior technical recommendations and subsequent outcomes from the case history. The CBR approach is not necessary if all the criteria are known upfront by the user of the Decision Support Tool, as the tool will produce the same result every time. However, if the user is aware of a subset of criteria, the CBR approach assists with requirements elaboration as illustrated in Figure 2. CBR will assist with determining similarity and closeness through the strength of matching with cases.

Building a case history

Access to a sufficiently large case base is necessary for leveraging CBR for requirements completion. In our framework, we assume that the case history is initially built from cases where RBR is used to make the technical cloud platform recommendation and both the recommended and actual solutions are recorded as cases using an appropriate representation. Figure 3 below shows an example case model representation using attribute values. It should be noted that our ongoing work is focussed on building an appropriate model for the variety of cases required for decision making. Once there are sufficient cases in the case history, the cases can be used for requirements completion. Each time an user of the system provides an incomplete set of requirements, CBR can be used to identify and retrieve the ‘best fit’ historical case/s for completing the remaining criteria classifications, following which RBR can be used to determine an appropriate cloud platform recommendation and conduct a financial viability assessment.
Figure 3 Example Case Model Representation

There are a number of different techniques that can be used for similarity matching (Aamodt and Plaza 1995; MuBbacher 1992; Alhammadi et al. 2015). In our model, the number of criteria classification matches between the historical and the new case determines the degree of similarity. Similarly, the closeness is determined by the degree of alignment between the priority of criteria for the new and historical cases. A minimum threshold is set for each comparison based on the desired confidence level.

Updating the case history

The technical recommendation of our cloud decision framework is not a binding decision. The business sponsors may choose to follow it as-is or make their own minor/major adjustments which can result in a final outcome that is different to that recommended by the system. Therefore, our framework will also support the capturing of the actual outcome and associated costs when the technical recommendation is actually implemented. Capturing this information optimises the decision making process for new cases. Essentially, the user will capture the actual costs and compare them with what was estimated. Building this case history for each business SME’s own purposes will likely increase the accuracy of future decision making in their cloud environments.

4 An Illustrative Scenario

As a simple illustrative example we use the Contact Centre scenario to illustrate how CBR can be used for requirements elicitation. In this scenario, an enterprise reaches a point in time where its Contact Centre (application) infrastructure reaches its end of life and a need arises to consider alternative compute, storage and network infrastructure options. The scenario includes both the new case and historical case/s with associated priorities (p1 – new partial case, p2 – historical case) and classifications as shown in Table 1.

Prior to analysing the classifications from the new case with the case history, the user specifies a threshold for similarity matching. The threshold is a configurable parameter, whose value can be set based upon the level of confidence preferred by user. As an example, a threshold of 50% is used in our scenario. Having surpassed the 50% threshold of matches at a classification level (matches in italics), the ‘closeness’ is measured through analysing the priorities. The priorities match is also greater than 50% in this case, hence this historical case is used to elaborate the remaining requirements. The benefit of having this match is that the user is better placed than having no reference point at all to guide their decision making. A key benefit of using CBR for requirements completion is that the recommended decision is explainable as it is evidence based and traceable to attributes of the case.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Avaya Contact Centre</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 1: Avaya Contact Centre Scenario

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cloud Decision Criteria</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>$P(1)$</th>
<th>$P(2)$</th>
<th>From Case History</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Availability</td>
<td>Required</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Business Service Availability</td>
<td>Required</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Long running business process</td>
<td>Required</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Optional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Application Usage</td>
<td>Optional</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Optional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Regulatory requirements</td>
<td>Required</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Optional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Operating Costs</td>
<td>Optional</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Optional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>Optional</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Optional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Application architecture</td>
<td>Required</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Optional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Application constraints</td>
<td>Required</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Optional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Security</td>
<td>Required</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Optional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data Security Classification</td>
<td>Optional</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Optional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Network Global Load Balancing</td>
<td>Optional</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Optional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Connectivity to private MPLS network or internet VPN</td>
<td>Optional</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Optional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hypervisor</td>
<td>Required</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Enterprise Control</td>
<td>Required</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Optional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data Classification</td>
<td>Required</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Technology Standardisation</td>
<td>Required</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Optional</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented our work in progress on using CBR to address the problem of requirements incompleteness in the early stages of a cloud migration project. With the cloud platform decision increasingly moving into the hands of the business sponsors, it is likely that not all criteria that influence the decision are known upfront. To address this issue, in our approach, CBR is used to supplement partial requirements specified by the business sponsors with default information from similar past cases to generate a comprehensive set of requirements for a migration initiative. RBR is then used to recommend the most appropriate cloud platform architecture based on these requirements. Our ongoing research focus is on building an appropriate model for case representation followed by extensive evaluation of the proposed approach. As future work, we also intend to explore combining CBR with RBR for technical cloud platform recommendation.
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